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s"-アルミナ固体電解質を隔膜に用いたNa!S(町)溶融塩電池の特性
嶋影和宜，咲間光康，戸田茂雄，佐藤忠夫
A Fundamental Characteristic of the Rechargeable Na/S(IV) Molten Salt Cell 
using s" -Almina Solid Electrolyte 
Kazuyoshi SHIMAKAGE， Mitsuhiro SAKUMA *， Shigeo TODA and Tadao SA TO 
Abstract 
Recently， the development of new rechargeable cel has been interested in the load leveling of an electric 
power and the use as an electric automobile power. In the current investigation， the fundamental characteristic 
of a rechargeble sodium/sulfur(IV) molten salt cel， which was previously developed by G. Mamantov in U. S 
A.， has been examined from the analysis of the charge.discharge curve. A laboratory cel was made of pyrex 
glass containi時 s"-alumina solid electrolyte. The experimental results obtained were summar悶 das follows 
The laboratory cel constructed could be continuously moved for 3 months at the temperature of 473 K. Two 
plateaus giving stable electromotive forces were observed at the discharge process. Electromotive forces for 
the corresponding plateaus were thermodynamically based on chemical reactions of cell. The average voltage 
was high above 3.5 V for the first plateau region. The charafteristic of cel such as energy efficiency， energy 
density and utilization of sulfur was to depend on the current density at the discharge process. The perform 
ance of cel was also considered to be affected by the ionic conductivity of soild elecrolyte. The cyc¥e number 
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SCI3AICI4+ 4 Na=S+ 4 NaAIC14 住唱
第二段階
S十NaAIC14+ 2 Na=NaA1SC1z+ 2 NaCl 位。
全反応
SCI3AICI4+3/2AlzCI6+ 6 Na=NaA1SC1z+ 3 NaAIC14十 2NaCl 白。





= 126. 8Ah/kg 
エネルギー密度=552Wh/kg



























Fig. 1 Laboratory cell. 











ウの質量は FOXS4 (この電池は 4X 96500 X 0.144/32.064キ1737C) まで充電したときに
A1Cb/NaCl=67.8/33.0になるように計算によって決定した。

















R= I CCV-OCV I/i (Dm2) (1力








1. Charge-discharge uni t 2. Recorder 
3. Therrno-regulator 4. Thermocouple 
5. Laboratory cell 6. Electric furnace 
7. Thermometer 



























Fig. 3 Galvanostatic charge-discharg巴 curvesat sev-











Fig. 4 Galvanostatic charge-discharge curves at sev-

















Table 1 Typical parameters for Na/S (1V) cell No. 1本
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Fig. 6 Relation betwe巴nthe current density and the 











































Fig. 7 Variations of cell resistance and cell vol t-
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Fig. 8 Variations of cell resistance and cell vol t-
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The Construction of the ICAI System for Tutoring LISP 
TOSHlKATSU ITOH， HAJIME SHlMA陥OTO，TOSHlKAZU KUROSHlMA 'and ICHlRO SUGIOKA 
Abstract 
Traditional computer司assistedinstruction (CAI) has advantages and also has some of disadvantages that should 
be improved. To study intelligent CAI (ICAI) is regarded as a trial to bet.er CAl by using techniques in know-
ledge engineering. The system that was constructed in this research consists of three different modules -a spe-
cial knowledgemodule， a student model module and a guide rule module-to solve some problems of conven-
tional CAI. For future researchers， the opportunity for engaging the study concerned in some topics in the field 
of artificial intelligence (AI) is increasing， and it will be necessary for them to learn LISP， one of the program-
ming languages for AI. In consideration of this tendency， the purpose of this research is to construct the ICAI 
system for tutoring LISP language. 
1.はじめに
現在，人間の知的活動をコンピュータ上で実現しようとする人工知能 (ArtificalIntelligence : 














































































また，学生リスト BはAから Eまでの項目の学習時と F項目以降の学習時とでは構成が異な
るO これは， F項目以降では学習者に LISP関数を実際に定義させているため，より詳細に学習
者の理解度を把握することができるようにするための配慮である。
以下に学生リスト Bの構成を示す。
i ) A~E の学生リスト B
(ID番号項目 NUM1 NUM 2 NUM 3 日付)
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ID番号は，現在，学習を行っている学習者の ID番号である。項目には， Aから E項目に対応
する英字が入り， NUM 1はその項目で行った演習問題の問題番号で， NUM2はNUM1の問題
の中の何番目の設聞かを知る数字で， NUM3はその問題に対して間違えた回数を示す。また，
日付はその問題を行った日付である。
ii) F~L の学生リスト B









指導規則 Aは，学生リスト Aの状態から，どこの項目に学習者を誘導すればよいかを決定する O
これによって，例えばA項目や B項目を全く理解していない学習者がL項目の総合問題を選択
しでも， A項目や B項目へ学習者を誘導することが出来る O ここで重要になってくるのは，何



































Aと学生リスト Bの内の学生リスト Aが記憶されている O
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今までのあなたの理解度を表示します. (I D番号 EOl922) 
A1の問題==>96% B1の関題==>1∞% C1の問題==>100% 
01の問題==>100% 02の問題==>100% 03の問題==>1∞%
E2の問題==>100% 円の問題==>91% F2の問題==>93% 
G1の問題==>未実行 G2の問題==>97% G3の問題==>100% 
H2の問題==>100% 旧の問題==>0% 1の問題==>98% 
13の問題==>97% J1の問題==>未実行 J2の問題==>0% 
1:1の問題==>97% 1:2の問題==>未実行 1:3の問題==>未実行

































> (DEFUN FACT (N) 
(PROG (ANSWER) 
(SETQ ANSWER 1) 
(COND ((ZEROP N) (RETURN))) 
(SETQ ANSWER (TIHES ANSWER N) 
(SETQ N (SUB1 N) 
<DEFUN FACT (N) 
(PROG (ANSWER) 
(SETQ ANSWER 1) 
TAG (COND ((ZEROP N) (百ETURN)))
(SETQ ANSWER (TIHES ANSWER N) 









> (DEFUN FACT (N) 
(PROG (ANSWER) 
(SETQ ANSIIER 1) 




















入力〉 ωEFUNFACT (N) 
入力> (PROG (ANSWER) 
入力> (SETQ ANSWER 1) 
入力> TAG (CONO ((ZE悶PN) (RETURN ANSWER))) 
入力> (SETQ ANSWER (TlHES ANSWER N) 
入力> (SETQ N (SUBl N) 
入力>ωT附)))
きちんと関数FACTが定義されていますね.























本システムは，富士通のワークステーション FACOM G-150Aを使用し， MACLISP系の言
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The design of logic programming learning system with Prolog 
Hiroyoshi BABA， Toshikazu KUROSHIMA and Ichiro SUGIOKA 
Abstract 
The purpose of this research is to design a logic programming learning system as a type of computer-
assisted instruction by adopting Prolog language. This system presents practical programming problems to stu-
dents so that they can understand the concept of logic programming in a process of solving practical problems. 
This system has the feature that realizes multi-windows on screen that attracts students' interests for learning， 
and has the help function that corresponds to requests from students. By using the function， students are able 
to control the courseware in this system of their own accord 
1. Introduction 
The concept of logic programming comes from a result knowledge and understanding both with 
regards to programming theory and logic in general. Strictly speaking， logic programming consists 
of a set of truth c1auses and their logical reduction， but practically speaking， itis rea¥ized by two 
programming methods --database and recursive functionsl). More concretely， logic programming 
is related to dec1arative programming based on static notation instread of procedural programming 
based on dynamic notation. Prolog language， that is derived from predicate logic， isavailable to ex-
ecute logic programming in reality on a computer. 
A computer operates various coursewares depending on the degrees of the students' understand-
ing. Namely， ithas some aspects that superior to human beings in education because it enables to 
show them the optimal learning steps in a courseware2). This tutoring system is designed with 
Prolog and it has two control modes --learner control mode and author mode. The students can 
change the mode in this system when they need some helps in learning. 
2. Logic programming 
2. 1 Definitions 
There are two kinds of definitions of logic programming3) : 
1)_ Logic programming is to write a program using “logic programming language" based on pre-
27 
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dicate logic form. 
2) Logic programming is to formalize a problem using logic forms and to produse a program 
under converting from the formalization 
The difference between their ways of thinking is that the first definitions stresses on the lan-
guage its巴lfwhile the second one stresses on the processes in making a program. In other words， 
the first logic program may include nonlogical expression and the second logic program may be 
written in a procedural language such as Pascal or FORTRAN. The common concept of logic prog. 
ramming is how describes a problem logically and how interprets such an logical expression pro 
cedurally 
On the other hand， Prolog is the language that can realize logic programming on a real computer. 
Also， itis the fact that Prolog language has some procedural expressions and it cannot cover al 
concepts of logic programming. But Prolog is the first programming language as the result of many 
years of the research of logic programming 
2.2 Database programming 
Logic database consists of a set of facts and their rules. As an example，“Family" database is 
discussed here to descride database programming. When we define the relationship between 
'father' and 'child' as one of facts， just define the following predicate: 
father(Father， Child) 
Instead of the above expression， when we define the relationship by using rules and suppose the 
relationship 'parent' and 'male' have already defined as facts， define a new rule as follows 
father(Dad， Child)・-parent(Dad，Child)， male(Dad). 
It means that if Dad is a parent of Child and Dad is a male， then Dad is a father of Child. From 
the viewpoint of logic， itis not significant that the relationship is defined whether as a fact or as a 
rule 
As an application of database programming， to arrange the structure of data is significant. By 
structurizing of data， itis possible to describe data which have more semantics and it is possible 
to rules more abstractly， inother words， the property of module in programming comes to be more 
important. When al of data are structurized well， a program has clearer perspective especially in 
the condition of programming of complicated problem 
2. 3 Recursive programming 
To apply mathematical functions in programming， itis necessary to have a kind of infinite struc-
ture in the program. Recursive data type can realize such an infinite structure and also can realize 
more elegant program as the result 
28 
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The following procedure is recursive because the last line is a cal to the procedure itself4). 
Thus. any recusive procedure includes at least one of each of the following components: 
(1) A nonrecursive clause where the recursion stops; 
(2) A recursive rule. In the body of this rule. the first subgoals generate new且rgumentvalues. 
Then follows a recursive subgoal utilizing the new argument values. 
2.4 Prolog 
Prolog programming consists of a set of a following sentence: 
A: -B1. B2.…. Bn. 
“A" is the head of a sentence and “B1. B2. .・..Bn" are called the body of it. The symbol.“:一
is the same meaning as “if". This sentence can be classified three patterns as follows: 
1). Facts.“A." (A is fact(true).) 
2). Queries to the database “?:-B1. B2.…. Bn." (B1. B2.…. Bn are fact(trues)?) 
3). Rules.“A :-B1. B2.…. Bn." (If B1. B2.…. Bn are facts(trues). then A is fact(trues).) 
These three patterns are called Horn clauses that are restricted predicate logic forms based on 
first order predicate logic. 
3. Computer-assisted instruction 
3. 1 Learner control mode 
As one of ways of computer.assisted instruction. learner control mode is a kind of student-
driven system that students can learn subjectively. that is. the efficiency of learning is gained in 
the interaction between the students and computers. To do this. the following conditions are re. 
quired: 
1). To implement easily of the pregress of courseware. the level of contents. and the choice of 
the direction of learning which the system prepares depending on the intention of the students' 
side. 
2). To understand the requests and questions from the students in a natural language or in 
other ways of communication. 
3. 2 Author control mode 
This mode is also called program-driven mode which means al of processes and stages are con-
trolled in the courseware the author designed. So the students traverse the courseware under the 
author's guide. But it is hard to reflect students' desire in this control mode because al of the 
steps in the courseware have already been implemented. 
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4. Tutoring system 
4. 1 system environment 
IBM PC true compatible computer (comptalk， Inc.) is used as Hardware environment， and Turbo 
Prolog which is a compiler of Prolog language and Turbo Prolog Toolbox which can enhance Tur-
bo Prolog are used as software environment under MS-DOS Ver.3.3， an operating system 
This tutoring system has the feature that appears multi-windows on screen. Screen 1 shows an 
example of multi-window and that of a status line 
.------CHECK PQINT 寸
I Do you need help? i 
I Pre I一一一一 一 Real ize as programming 一一「
|ドiys…γt…-w l |ト Describethree p01e8， and disks as variable. 
-------programming(cont. )-----' 
... .make the! 
HANOI (THI (a) is an integer variable which describes 
THI the # of disks. 
THi (b)， (c) and (d) are symbolic variables which 
THI describe the poles as starting， destination 
and temporarγworking 
ι一一 Jn this program， suppose the 1eft pole as 
(b). the right one (c) and the middle (d) 
Unde rs tand the programming i n PrO] og 
Screen. 1 An巴xampl巴 ofmulti-windows. 
4. 2 Courseware 






Fig. 2 A flow chart of 
cours巴工vare
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The design of logic programming learning system with Prolog 
This tutoring system presents concrete programming problems to the students and the student 
will understand logic programming in a process how to solve practical programming problems 
Figure 1 shows the whole construction of the tutoring system. The diagram shows that students 
select a specific problem and the corresponding courseware opens. Once the student finishes a 
courseware， one can feedback to the stage that selects another problem depending on the student's 
intention. The tutoring system is closed if the student desires to quit to learn 
Figure 2 shows the flow chart of a courseware. Each step is realized on a sccreen by using a 
multi-window. 
There are two stages in each courseware --a fundamental part and a applicated part. The left 
side of the chart corrεsponds the fundamental part and the right side does the applicated one. 
There are three steps in a fundamental part --'explanation of a problem'， 'explanation of basic 
predicates' and :quizzes¥ 
At the step 'explanation of a problem'， the student makes sense an outline or rules of the speci-
fic problem one selected. The following step 'explanation of basic predicates' makes the student 
understand the specific some of predicates in Prolog programming that are required to solve the 
practical problem. And the student is able to deepen one's knowledge by answering quizzes oper-
ated the step 'quizzes'. The quizzes have a shape of multi-choices， namely， the student choose the 
proper choices by pressing the Return key seeing the menu on a screen 
Before finishing a fundamental part， some of feedbacks can be operated depending on the lev巴l
of the students' understanding; the same quizzes are repeated until the student can find correct 
answer(s)， otherwise， the student returns back to the step 'explanation of basic predicates' in order 
to review the correspond basic predicates 
There are five steps in an applicated part一一 'stepby step tutorial for answers'， 'confirmation'， 
'a model answer¥'execution' and 'summary of the problem' 
1) 'Step by step tutorial for answers' 
After understanding of basic predicates， the student is led to the answer step-by-step under a 
top-down method 
2) 'Confirmation' 
The student can confirm the approaches that a courseware presents by reiterating the same mul 
ti-windows or by using the help function on this stage. Like the last part of a fundamental part of 
a courseware， 
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し1*HANOIEXE.PRO *1 ，-一一一 一一 ~-We]come to Towers of Hanoi! 寸
一一一一ι一一 一一一Exp1an.(cont.) 寸 ( 
101 
The object of the ，-------Excculion of Towげ sot l Hanoi i 
jpredicates I the disks over to the ri I 
hanoi(intl a time， 80 that they endl Input the n】u山凹rπmberof disks3 ソいo…v刊凶山山e叫 …1(山(什in叩 ti…m…tυ凶h~~~d_~s_~ ~~~~o~~r~_~=::1 阿ove a disk #1 from 1eft to right 
¥ but at no time ls largerl 問。vea disk #2 from left to middle 
Figurl a smal1er one. Move a disk #1 from righL to midd1e 







Here we can execute of this problem. 
( ト阿10vca…一d出ω山……1凶川山kリ山《什{#1引 fro叩 I訂…I
Move a disk #2 fr、ornrniddle to right 
阿ovea disk #1 frorn Jeft to right 
Screen. 2 An example of the stage of 'Execution' 
The stage that the student can see through the whole programming list of the problem. 
4) 'Execution' 
The student executes the program of the specific problem one selected町
5) 'Summary of the problem' 
As a summary of solving the problem， this stage presents a brief background of the problem， 
some supplements from a view point of logic programming， or formulas as the standard solving 
methods 
Before entering the final stage 'summary of the problem'， ifthere are other solution of the prob-
lem， itis possible to occur feedback returns to the beginning of a fundamental part of the course-
ware. Scr巴en2 shows an example of the stage of 'Execution' 
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4.3 File structure 
There are ten different files that consist the tutoring system 'main.pro'， 'menu.pro'， 'help 
.pro¥'compred.pro¥'dangcave.pro'， 'nqueens.pro¥'hanoi. pro'， 'caveexe. pro¥'queenexe.pro' and 
hanoiexe.pro'. The function of each file is described as follows: 
1) 'main.pro' 
This file contains a main menu of the system and sub menus for the problems which have plural 
solutions 
2) 'menu.pro' 
This file is the software tool to realize a menu window on a screen 
3) 'compred.pro' 
This file contains the explanations of basic predicates and quizzes for understanding th巴irpre-
dicates目
4) 'help.pro' 
This file organizes the help function of the tutoring system. When the student loses a way in the 
courseware toward the complete understanding of the problem， this file is called by the student's 
request. The file 'help.pro' provides a list of items in the problem using a menu window with the 
student， and make the student choose the topic that one should review. The student can open the 




These files are the coursewares for learning the practical problems such as 'A DANGEROUS 




These are the files that contain source lists for executing the problem 'A DANGEROUS CAVE'， 
'N QUEENS PROBLEM' and 'TOWERS OF HANOI'. These file are also compiled when the whole 
system is compiled at the same time because Turbo Prolog is a compiler， not an interpreter like 
other Prolog systems. 
Figure 3 shows the relationship among al of files for the system by a diagraph chart. Arrows 
express which file includes others， namely， 'main.pro' includes six other files --'menu.pro'， 'help 
.pro¥'compred.pro¥'dangcave.pro¥'nqueens.pro' and 'hanoi.pro'. Also each file contains a course 
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ware for the specific problem includes 
the file has its programming source list 
such that 'caveexe.pro' is included in 
'dangcave.pro'， etc 
Figure 4 shows the whole structure of 
the tutoring system. A student picks up 
one problem of the three， and if the prob 
lem has two different solutions， one 
chooses one of them by sub menu. Each 
'problem' has its own courseware and it 
accesses a set of 'basic predicates' for 
fundamental parts of courseware， 'prog 
ramming methods' for applicated parts， 
general explanations' for the summary of 
the problem. 
5. Consideration 
On-screen multi-windows in this 
tutoring system generate two advan 
tages: the one is that windows 
attract the student to the system， 
namely， they don't lose their in-
terests. The other is that windows 
can indicate the end of each step in 
the specific courseware firmly by 
driving multi-windows one after 
another on a screen. It also helps the 
student to check until which step 
one reaches 
This tutoring system provides the 
student a help up to the student's 
request. By using this function， the 




Fig. 3 A digraph of the relationship 
among files. 






Fig. 4 The whole structure of system. 
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therfore， this tutoring system can be regarded as one of type of student宇drivensystem 
But the concept of logic programming itself is stil under researching and it is restricted to the 
use of Prolog only as the logic programming language in this system. It is also a firm fact that Pro. 
log has some nonlogical functions and it cannot cover al the categories in logic. 
This system has a help function for the student who need a help， but the function is operated by 
menu window， not by a true interactive condition such as natural languages. Therefore， this tutor. 
ing system does not understand the student's true request with or without one's ambiguous inten. 
tion. To fulfil the purpose of designing true intellectual tutoring system， itmay be required to 
arrange man.machine interactive communication feature in some of natural languages. 
6. Conclusion 
This tutoring system has an important aim to make students learn logic programming， not only 
to make them understand Prolog language， so that the student who uses this system can confirm 
the essential thought of Prolog and the reason why Prolog language should be available to realize 
logic programs on a computer. The method of this system which provides the student practical 
programming problems is able to be called 'top down method' so that the student can recognize the 
effects of one's learning with grasping the concrete purposeー tosolve the specific program. 
Also， the student is able to master some practical required techniques for logic programming such 
as database programming and recursive programming 
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On the Distributed Coupled-Line Digital Frequency Multipliers 
-Part 1: the Frequency Domain Behaviour 
Iwata SAKAGAMI 
Abstract 
Functions of coupled-line type digital frequency multipliers are described from the aspect of frequency do 
main by using Fourier transforms. Discrete frequency components of both a train of periodical impulses and 
that of pulses are firstly introduced. It has been shown that the proposed multipliers act as a kind of passive 
filter， that is， certain discrete frequency components are eliminated and others are passed. Secondly， this paper 
has proved that the attenuation of the transmitted components is minimized in the frequency characteristics of 
coupled-line type multipliers. Lastly， referring to a train of Gaussian pulses， ithas been demonstrated that the 
proposed multipliers can function well under the network transfer functions based on TEM wave approxima-
tlOns 
1. Introduction 
The multiplication of pulse repetition frequencies in the microwave frequency bands distributed 
coupled-line networks has been reported， and experiments have shown good agreement with the 
predictions of network systhesis theory[l]， [2]. In the process of network systhesis， ithas been 
convenient to treat a train of input pulses as a train of impulses. This is so that the principle .of 
the coupled-line type multipliers can be understood easily， and because the output responses from 
arbitrary input waveforms Can be obtained by the convolution integral[3] 
The train of impulses possesses equi-amplitude equi-spacing discrete frequency components over 
一∞<ω<∞， but no problems crop up aS far as the network transfer functions are concerned. 
Expressed by the delay oprator z -1 or the Richards variable t = jtanθ ， the network transfer func 
tions have periodical frequency characteristics at a1 frequencies of一∞<ω<∞.Therefore， con-
ditions for the multiplication of the periodical impulses can be satisfi巴d.
In general， the frequency characteristics in actual networks wi11 show good agreement with 
those of the network transfer functions at the first or second period. However， as the frequency in-
creases， the frequ巴ncycharacteristics stray from those of network transfer functions by the para 
sitc reactances at discontinuity interfaces or by conductor dielectric losses. Therefore， a pulse of 
finite duration should be introduced in real inputs and real networks as discussed at fo11owing 
sections. 
The main topics here are: (i) discrete frequency components of periodical impulses， (i) those of 
periodical pulses of finite duration， (ii) behavior of the proposed multipliers in the frequency do 
main， (iv) verification on the minimum insertion loss of the transmitted discrete frequency compo 
nents， and (v) a train of Gaussian pulses 
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1. Frequency Components of a Train of Input Pulses 
(i) Discrete frequency components of periodical impulses 
Fig.1(a) shows the constant-resistance n-section coupled-line network. Figs.1(b)(c) are the equiva 
lent circuits. They are similar to Figs.4(b)(c) in [2]， differing i~ the position of bj. Fig.1 will be ex-
plained in section IV again. Refs.[1，2] have shown three kinds of multipliers with regard to 
Fig.1(a). Figs. 2， 3 and 4 are the most simple inputloutput responses. They are realized by 1-
section and 2-section networks in Fig.1(a). 
In general， a train of unipolar impulses and a train of bipolar impulses are represented by[4] 
an + (t) =ヱ δ(t-kT)
an + (t) = 2: (_l)kδ(t-kT) 
The Fourier transforms of (1) are 
タ[an+ (t)] =ω+ ヱ δ(ω-k印+)
∞ (2k+1)ω+ 





whereω+=2π/T. T is the impulse interval. Although the period of (la) is T， that of (1 b) is tre-
ated as 2T in this paper. When eqs.(l) are applied to port Al in Fig.1(a)， T must be T=2(n十1)τ ，
where r is a time delay in the line length e. 
The transient responses will be over in several nanoseconds in distributed networks of micro-
wave frequency bands[5]. Therefore let eqs.(l) be incident impulse trains covering一∞<t<∞ In
(1)， itis assumed that a positive polarity impulse comes to port A) at t = O.Eqs.(2) show that the 
unit 1土11 :11 impulse trains possess discrete frequency components of equi-amplitudeω+ and 
+ eqUl-spaClllgω 
(i) Discrete frequency components of periodical unipolar pulses. 
Now let us consider a train of pulses VTr (t) [for instance， see Fig.5]. It is assumed that the con 
stituent single pulse v(t) is time-limitted and the duration is less than 2πin order that the pulses 






Let to be an arbitrary real number. As v(t) can be expressed as a linear combination of exp(jkω+ 




1 • ~T/2 
Using (3b)， (4b) and an assumption that v(t) is zero on I t I >T/2， 
Vk(kω+)=V(kω+)/T 
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叶 r炉 ( 6a) 
，;;hTr(t)]=ω+ 2: V(kω+)δ(ω-kω+) (6b) 
Thus， the Fourier series expansion of periodic pulses can be obtained by using the Fourier trans 
form of single pulse v(t). It is seen that (6b) is given by the product of (2a) and V(ω) 
(ii) Discrete fr巴quencycomponents of periodical pulses. 
Let us consider the periodical bipolar pulses [for instance， see Fig.6] When w(t) consists of posi~ 
tive single pulse v(t) and negative single pulse -v(t-T)， 
w(t)= Iv(t]-v(t-T)， (-toS;tS;2T-to) 




Let a train of bipolar pulses consisting of w(t) be WTr(t)， and the period be 2T. Similarily to (4a) 
and (4b)， 
WTrエヱ WK(kω+/2 )exp(jkω+ t/2)，∞<t<∞) (8a) 
，2T-to 
WK(k ω十/2)=二一 w(t)exp(-jkω 十/2)dt
2T J -to 





WK(kω 十/2)= I 0 (k:even number) 
I V(kw十/2)/T (k:odd number) 
Therefore WTr(t) and the Fourier trasform are written by 
(10) 
w附叫吋川Tr川山バ(仇ωtり)= ÷i=三人勺∞V川1(2叩 )wωU山+勺/川2
+∞ (2k+1)ω+ I ~ [ (2k十1)ω 十





Similarily to the results of (6b)， the train of p巴riodicalbipolar pulses can be represented using the 
Fourier transform V(ω)， and (11 b) is equal to the product of (2b) and V(ω). 
11. Behavior of the Coupled-Line Type Multipliers in the Frequency Domain 
(i) The case of fast巴runipolar pulses of time interval 2て beingoutput from input unipolar 
pulses of time interval 2(n + 1) r 
The examples of this case (i) are given by Fig.10 in [1]， Figs.2(a)(b)and Figs.3(a)(b). 
The network transfer function of Fig.1(a) is written as [1]，[2] 
fn(z)=三qkz-k/11+ヱPkZ-k I 
k=り k=l
where Z-lニ exp(-2jωr) 
(12 ) 
The condinions for the faster unipolar output impulses and output amplitude Sd were described 
in (22) of [1]. Using the same notations as in [2]， 




Let the numerator of (12) be f2(z -1)ーFrom(13a)， 
f2(z-I)=qO (1十zI十.+z -n) 
Here (1 -z -1 ) f2(z-1 ) = qo1 -z← (n + 1) 1 holds. Using ω+=π/ (n + 1) ， ，the transmission zeros 
and their angular frequencies are given by 
zk=explj2πk/(n + 1) 1 =exp 12j(kω+)，1 
ωk=kω+ 
where k当n(n+1); k，m:integer. 
(l4a) 
(14b) 
Comparing (14b) with (2a) and (6b)， itis seen that discrete frequency components of input unipo-
lar impulse trains (or pulse trains) correspond to network transmission zeros， except for the case 
of k = m(n + 1). Therefore， the penetration of input impulse trains (or pulse trains) arises at k = m(n 
十1).From (14b) and T = 2(n + 1) ， ，the transmitted angular frequency components can be given 
by 
ωt-mπ/τ (15) 
(15) is equivalent to z = 1.One period of (12) corresponds to one turn on the unit circule of z 
plane， that the insertion loss at (15) is constant 
r n(z -1) I z= 1 = (n + 1)Sd (16) 
Referring to (2a)， as th巴 amplitudeisω+ ， the amplitude of transmitted frequency components is 
given by 
ω+(n+1)Sct= JrSct/， 
By (15) and (17)， the discrete output responses in the frequency domain can be written as 
千sdE δ(ω 竺~)
ι 皿=ー ∞ ι
( 17) 
(18) 
This equation also represents the Fourier transform of an output unipolar impulse train of time in 
terval 2 ， 
Fig.7 shows the transmitted frequency characteristics of Fig.9 in [1]. The center frequency fo 
was 192[MHz]. About 4 periods of the frequency characteristics are photographed目 Accordingto 
I(i)， because ω+=2πfo， the discrete frequency components of th巴inputunipolar pulse train 
which was given by Fig.10(a) in [1] are located just at frequencies of the maximum and minlmum 
attenuation. The discrete frequency components at the maximum attenuation are rejected， and 
those of minimum are transmitted to the output port along with network insertion losses. In this 
way， the resultant output pulse train become twice as fast as input one 
Ref.[2] has shown two other functions 
(i) The case of faster bipolar pulses of time interval 2 ， being output from input unipolar 
pulses of time interval 2(n + 1) ， • 
The input and output relations in Figs.2(a)(c) of this paper and Figs目8(a)(b)of [2] are the exam-
ples of this case(ii) 
The realization conditions and the output amplitude Sp were given in (14) of [2]. 
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Further explanations of this case will be omitted. 
(ii) The case of faster bipolar pulses of time interval 2 '[being output from input bipolar 
pulses of time interval 2(n + 1) '[ . 
Figs.8(b)(c) in 121 and Fig.4 of this paper are the xample of this case (ii). 
The frequency domain behaviours will be described below， although the discussions are similar 
to cases of (i) and (i) 
The realization conditions and the output amplitude Sp were given in (22) of 121. 






???，???????? ? (19b) 
n:even number 
As the numerator of (12) is given by f2(Z-1)=qo(1-z-1+z-2ー...+z-n)， 
(1+z-1)f2(Z一1)=qo!l +z一(n+1)I holds. Therefore the transmission zeros and the anglar frequen. 
cles are 
(2k+n+1)π 
zk=explj(2k+n + 1)π/(n + 1) I =exp!2j・
2(n+1) '[
ωk=(2k+n+ 1)ω+/2 
k当n(n + 1); k，m: integer 
Comparing (20b) with (2b) and (11 b)， itwill be understood that the discrete frequency components 
of input bipolar impulse trains (or pulse trains) coincide with network transmission zeros， except 
for the case of k = m (n+ 1). Therefore， the peneration occurs at k = m (n+ 1). The transmitted 
(20a) 
(20b) 
angular frequency components can be given by 
ωt=(2m+1)π/2 '[
(21) corresponds to z=-l， and the insertion loss at (21) is 
(21) 
rn(Z-l) I z=ー 1=(n+1)Sp
Since the amplitude of (2b) isω+ 
ω+(n+1)Sp=πSp/ '[
Thus， the discrete output responses in the frequency domain can be written by 





(24) represents the Fourier transform of an output bipolar impulse train of time interval 2 '[. 
Fig.8 shows thoeretical frequency characteristics of 2.section coupled line digital frequency tri. 
plers. The solid curve and the chain curve indicate the cases of (i) and (ii)， respectively. In the 
case of chain curve， the input bipolar impulse train possesses the normalized discrete frequency 
components 113， 1， 5/3 in the first period of 0三f/fo<2. The frequency components 1/3 and 5/3 
are rejected by the network， and the frequency components flfo = 1 transmits to output port. The 
transmitted frequency components are士1，:13，土5，. . . at al frequency bands， and these compo. 
nents will form a three times faster impulse train than input 
The reader may wonder whether the distributed line networks could not satisfy the specified 
frequency characteristics at al frequencies， since the network transfer functions are based on the 
TEM wave approximations， and moreover the train of impulses is not an actual one. However， this 
question is answered in the light of (2)， (6b) and (11 b). In the case of a pulse train whose consti-
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tuent pulses have finite duration， the amplitudes of discrete frequency components are determined 
by ω+V(ω). In general， the Fourier transform V(ω) of single pulse v(t) converges to zero as the 
frequency increases. Therefore if the energy of input pulse trains concentrates on the region of the 
specified frequency characteristics being satisfied， the proposed multipliers function well [See last 
、sectionVI] 
IV. The Non-Negative Constant 
In this section， the non-negative constant will be taken up in preparation for discussion of the 
minimum instraction loss in the next section. The non-negative constant is occasionally used in the 
synthesis of cascaded transmission line networks[6]，[7]. The phasical nature will be clarified. 
Let us start at different derivations of network transfer functions from (3) and (4) in [2]. The re-
flection and transmission coefficients of the network shown in Fig.1(a) are defind as 
rn(z~I)=bo/ao ( 25a) 
Tn(z~I)=cdao (25b) 
(25a) is the same as network transfer function from port AI to port A2 
In Figs.1(b)(c)， the ao， bo， al， bl， . . .， an， bn， c l are the power waves[8]. The rei and tei (i= 1，2， . . 
.， n + 1)are defined in the same way as in 1，2] and represent the reflection transmission coeffi 
cients'at the ith interface. Paying attention to the am， bm， am+l， bm+1 at the (m+1) -section in 
Fig.1(b) or (c)， 
[11[11可[凶Z-iam 1 1 re.m+]Z-il Iz-il"am+1 ~1/2 立|
bml te.m+1 I re.m+l z I I bm+1 
Therefore the relation of a]， b1， an， bn， isgiven by 
[z n/21 Z H/ "al 1 l!'. I 1 (n~ J) /2L I --， 
UI IμI m~2 I r em
where μ'= (te2te3・ ten)
;T11l[zJanj 
On ao， bo， a 1， b] at first section， 
[:…可.._-1， r_-n/2 aol 1 relZ Ilz al (n+I)/2" 1ニ 1. -1 1 1 (n-I)/2 bo 1 te1 1 r el Z 1 1 z'" "1' "bl 
At the place of conductance gl， 
[z -~:2an] ニ[r e.~+1 ] an bn te.n + 1 I n  
These conditions lead (26) to 
IZ ~(n+ 1)/2a旬叫01 z 山 c" I!'. I 1 r 印
1--(凶nド刊川+刊1り)/2"1 ニ一 一←ム"-- 1 r 1. -1 1I 1 . 
I Z-- DO I μ 1 m ~1 1 r em Z 1 1 r e仏叩.n+1 1 
where μ= (telte2・ te.n+l) 
(26) 
(27) 
Calculating the matrices inside the 1I ，the resultant elements fl(z ~ 1) and f2(z ~ 1) are n-th order 
polinomials of z-I whose coefficient of each term is composed of products and sums of rem(m=1，2， 
，n). Therefore， (27) can be rewritten as 
[「ffJJ円(凶M山nけ刊川山叫+刊刊叫1υ)/νz-(け 1)/2bol f1 I f2(Z一1) (28) 
From (25) and (28)， 
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r n (z -1) = fz(z -1) / f1 (z-1 ) 
Tn(Z-I)=μz -n/Z/h (z -1) 
(29a) 
(29b) 
In Fig.1(b)， regarding the even mode cascaded transmission.line(EMCTL) between 1-11 and (n十
1)一(n+ 1h as a black-box， ao， bo and c e respectively represent the incident， reflected and trans-
mitted power waves of the black-box. As the conductance gl is not inculded and the EMCTL is 
lossless， I aoI 2ニ Ibo I 2+ I c eI 2.Therefore， from (25) and (29)， 
h (z -1) h * (z-1) -fz (z -1 )fz * (z-1) = μ(30) 
* : complex conjugate 
In this way， ithas been demonstrated that the non苧negativeconstant stated in [6].[71 is given by 
the square of the product of the transmission coefficient at the discontinuity interface of each unit 
element. 
V. The Minimum Insertion Losss 
According to three capabilities as digital frequency multipliers， the numerators of (29a) are 
given by 
(i) fZ(z-I)=qo(1+z-1+.. .+z-n) 
(i) fZ(z-I)=qo(1-z-1+.. .-z-n) 
n:odd number 
(ii)- fZ(z-I)=qo(1-z-1+. _ .+z-n) 
n:even number 
Values of the above-mentioned three equations are respectively equal to 
fZ(Z-I)lz=士1=qo(n+ 1) (31) 
at z = 1，一1，一1.Here qo = rel， and 0 < r el< 1 holds as r elrepresents a reflection coefficient at 
the discontinuity interface 1 -1 in Fig.1(b). Taking the triangle inequality to the three numer-
ators， 
I qo(1+z-1+z-2十.. . +z-n) I 
三qo(1+I z-1 I +... + I z-n I )=qo(n+1) (32) 
Dividing (30) by h(z-l)fl*(z-l) 
rn(Z-I)rn *(z一1)=1μZ/h(Z-I)h*(z一1) (33) 
(31) indicates a maxmum value. Also fl(Z-I)hホ(z-1) reaches a maxmum due to (30). As a result， 
(33) gives the value which is the closest to 1. Represented by -lOlog r n(Z -1 )rn * (z -1)， the atte-
nuation of the discrete transmitted frequency components is the minimum in the frequency charac 
teristics of the proposed coupled-line type multipliers 
VI. Discrete Frequency Components of a Train of Gaussian Pulses 
Let v(t) described in I.(i) be a Gaussian pulse. Then， the Fourier transform of v(t) is also Gaus-
sian， and (3) can be given by 
v(t)= 1一一上-:-¥y1ν4expl一(-L)21乙π(Lムt)Z I ~~... I '2ムt (34a) 
V(ω)=iJ長11/4exp1一ぜ戸)zl (34b) 
whereムtand ~ωare called effective duration and effective bandwidth. It is known that more 
than 99.7% of total energy is included in the range of I t I < 3 ~t orIωI <3~ ω. In the case 
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of a Gaussian pulse. from the uncertainty relation [9].[101 (See Appendix). 
ムt.ムwニ 0.5 (35) 
Because of 
j∞ I v(t) 12dt=1. 。
the total en巴rgyof (34) is l. 
The Fourier series expansion and its Fourier transform to a train of Gaussian pulses can be 
obtained by substituting (34) into (6) or (11)ーAsse巴nfrom (34). the Gaussion pulse could not be 
called a time-limited pulse waveform in a strict sense. However. assuming both the edges of the 
waveform represented by (34) reach zero. so that no overlap occurs with adjacent pulses. we can 
acknowledge following equations with respect to (6a) and (11a): 
jV2 I VTr(t) 12dt=1 
-T!2 
j mn I WTr(t) 12dt=1 
T/2 
The energy spectra of input pulse trains are given by multiplying the periods by the mean power 
of periodical pulses. Therefore: 




(b) in the case of a train of bipolar Gaussian pulses 
…一∞




However. (36b) is obtained by multiplying the half-period T by the mean power. The energy spec恥
tra are also discrete and given by each term of the left sides of (36) [See Fig.9(b) and Fig.10(b). 
where negative components are omittedl 
In Fig.8(a) of[2]. the pulse width generated by P. G. was arround l.1nsec. Assuming a train of 
Gaussian pulses with period T = 5.2nsec. fundamental frequency f+ニ 192MHzand pulse width 3 
ムt= 0.55nsec. as shown in Fig.5. almost al the energy (99.63%) of the Gaussian pulse train con 
centrates within 3ムf.Here. 3ムf=l.3GHz gue to (35). Figs.9(a)(b) indicate the frequency charac-
teristics of the test circuit A of [2]. and the energy spectrum of Fig.5. In Fig.9(b). fO indicates the 
direct current(DC) component and fl = fてf2=2f¥.. .hold. For the design of proposed multipliers. 
it is desirable that the frequency characteristics are satisfied in the region of 0 -l.3GHz. As seen 
from Fig.1 in [2]. test circuit A is a directional coupler. which cuts off the DC component complete 
ly. The frequency components f2. f4. . . inFig.9(b) are rejected. and others fl，f3. . . transmit to 
output port A2・Inthis way. output pulses can be formed twice as fast as input. 
Similar arguments are valid in test circuit B in [21. Figs.10(a)(b) show the frequency characteris 
tics of test circuit B. and the energy spectrum of Fig.6. respectively. As seen from (36b). the DC 
component is not included in th巳Jrainof bipolar pulses. Comparing both figur巴s.it is understand 
able that fl，f3，f4....are rejected and f2，f5.…penetrate to output port B2. Higher frequencies than f5 
can safely be neglected. According to the consideration from the frequency domain. it can be said 
that most of the waveform in Fig.8(c) of [21 comes from the transmitted discrete frequency compo 
nent f2. The pulse width being shortened. the frequency domain spectra spread to higher bands. 
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As a result， the continuous waveform in Fig.8(c) of [2] is separated into single pulses. 
Referring back to Fig.8， the frequency characteristics have two different peak values in a 
period: for a chain line， one is at flfoニ 1，and the other is at flfo = 0 (or = 2.0). The same. thing 
can be said in Fig.lO(a). The verification in section V ensures that attenuation of the transmitted 
components is a minimum even if the frequency characteristics have different peak values within a 
period. 
VII. Conclusions 
A train of periodical impulses consists of equi-amplitude equi-spacing discrete frequency compo-
nents. On the other hand， in case of a train of periodical pulses， itpossesses the same discrete fre 
quency components as that of impulses， but the amplitudes are different and are given by the 
Fourier transform of the constituent single pulse waveform. Therefore， generally， as the frequency 
is increased， the amplitudes are close to zero. Regarding the input puls巴sgenerated by the pulse 
generator as Gaussian pulses of duration l.lnsec， the frequency band where almost al the energy 
of the train of Gaussian pulses concentrates is O~ 1.3GHz. This fact means that the distributed 
coupled-line networks can be used as digital frequency multipliers even if the specified frequency 
characteristics are damaged in the higher frequency region. 
In section II， functions of coupled-line type multipliers have been explained， and it has been 
shown that a coupled-line type multiplier works as a kind of a passive filter which eliminates cer 
tain discrete frequency components and transmits other components to the output port. As a re-
sult， the transmitted components from a train of output pulses with a higher repetition frequency 
than the input onεin the time domain. 
In section IV and V， ithas been proved that attenuation of the transmitted components is the 
mmlmum 
The proposεd multipliers have the dratback of lowering amplitude level and need amplitude 
amplifiers for actual use. Or， a train of higher amplitude level pulses should be input in advance in 
order to have necessary output level. However， itcould be said that the multiplication by passive 
elememts only would be worthy of note. 
In part I， which will be presented in the near future， energy ratio at a specified frequency and 
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Fig. 1 (a) A constant-resistance n-section coupled-l ine network. 
(b) An even mode equivalent circuit. 












Fig. 2 Input/output responses in case of nニ1.
(a) A train of input unipolar impulses. 
(b) Output unipolar impulses -In case of Section II (i). 





Fig. 3 Input/output responses in case of n = 2 
(a) A train of input unipolar impulses. 
(b) Output unipolar impuls巴s-In case of Section III(i). 
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Fig. 4 Input/output responses in case of n = 2.
(a) A train of input bipolar impulses. 











Fig. 6 A train of biplolar Gaussian puls巴s
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Fig. 9 (a) Fr巴quencycharacteristics of the test circuit A in (2). 
Solid line : measurement. Broken line : theory. 







1.6 0.1 Frequency(GHz) 
Fig. 7 A photograph of the transmitted frequency characteristics 
ofFig.9in[1] 
I ¥ 























Fig. 8 Theoretical fr巴quencycharacteristics of the 2-section coupled-
line digital frequency triplers. rel二 0.2.
The solid line: case of III(i). The chain line: case of III(iii). 
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Fig. 10 (a) Frequency characteristics of the test circuit B in [2 J 
Solid line : measurement. Broken line : theorv. 
(b) Energy spectrum of input pulse train in Fig. 6 
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Admissible Sectional Dimensions of R/C Floor Elements 
to be Designed without Deflection Check 
Part 1: Transverse Beams 
杉野目 章・井野 智・伊藤正義・駒込 環
Akira SUGINOME*l， Satoru INO*2， Masayosi ITO*3 and Tamaki KOMAGOME*4 
Abstract 
By use of our proposed modified method， a parametric deflection analysis is attempted for transverse beam 
models with their dimensions varied within a major practical range in typical cases of their end condition de-
pending on whether or not they have， atone end and/or both， adjoining beams in a slab-beam-girder floor sys-
tem; the analysis being intended to result in necessary criteria for beam section sizes admissible in floor de-
sign without intricacy of deflection check. 
Some other design criteria needed for maintained serviceability are derived at the same time_ 
1. Introduction 
Our most recent report indicated that a tenably adequate or practicable estimation system for 
long-time deflections of r I c flexural members had been provided by use our renovated method_ [1] 
Its .earlier form [2] was developed mainly incorporating D. E. Branson's accepted quasi-empirical 
formula and using the ACI's time-dependent multiplier; later to be modified reflecting Yu-Winter's 
well-documented test resu1ts combined with sustained elastic modulus used in the original paper 
for their evaluation. [3] And correspondingly the modified version adopted a more rigorous treat 
ment at difference mesh level of member stiffness in preference to its average whose expediential 
use is common in most design codes， generally tolerated as practically sufficing_ 
By use of this improved approach the subject matter has already been examined at the least for 
discrete beams; the result having been obtained and checked for three elementary cases of end re-
straint of a member viz. due to to its being supported and/or fixed at one and/or both member 
.J_ [1] [3] enas. 
Succeeding to this adequacy check of our method in such simpler cases， herein to be examined 
* 1 Muroran Institute of Technology， Muroran 050;本2Faculty of Engineering， Hokkaido University， Sapporo 060; 





















(a) Vertical Forces. (b) Bending and Tor-
sional Moments. 
Fig. 2 Vertical Forces and Moments Acting on 
a Joint. 
are beam elements of two-way slab-beam-girder systems; specifically regarding major serviceabil-
ity limiting data including admissible beam section size ranges in case of their being designed in 
default of def!ection check. 
For this purpose， long-time def!ection analysis at the infinite member age is carried out on a reg-
ularly graduated set of member sizes within a commonly well-used range of total systein models 
under working loads. Preliminarily， the present analysis requires some additional finite difference 
formulation as follows 
2. Equations of Equilibrium at Member Intersections [3] 
2. 1 Vertical Forces 
For vertical forces acting on four members spanning in orthogonal directions x and y， as shown 
in Fig. 2(a)， the following condition of equilibrium holds at their mutual joint. 
(Q01-Q03) + (Q02-Q04) =Po 
where Q01-Q04 =member end shearing forces and Po=concentrated load acting at the joint. 
(1) 
For any member in the x-direction， the finite difference forms of end shearing force Qx are to be 
obtained from the governing equation (2) and its first integral (3) for beam def!ection w. 
d2 1. d2w ¥ qx 
瓦子(Ix盃7)=EJ
d d2w， Q 
(Ix ~ _:~ ) = -;x dx "X dx" I Ec 
where Ix=moment of inertia and qx=intensity of load distribution corresponding to Qx. 
Initially the above two are given their corresponding difference expressions (4) and (5) 
E"In 世 Iki'j~lWi'j~2一山i'j~l+ kiJWi'j~l 十 (ki'j~l+牝 J十ki.j+1)Wi'j
2(ki.j+ki・j+1)Wi'j+1+ki'j+1Wi'j+21 -qxi'j= 0 
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2ki.j+lWi'j+l + kj・j+lWi'j+zl (5) 
Th~n performing such operations as (5)一(4)Xt:.x/2 and (5)+(4)X t:.x/2 results in the end shear 
ing forces: required above in difference form. Q01 or Q03 
mE"ln 
Q01. Q03= ";~;u lkj'j爪 J-m一(2ki'j+ki'j+m)Wj'j
+ (kj.j+2ki什 m)Wi'j+m-kj'j+mWj'j+Z品I+qxj'jt:.x/2 (6) 
provided: QOl=end shearing force for m=l; Q03=that for m=-l; Ec=concrete elastic modulus; 
qxi'j=self weight. acting at joint O. of member in the direction x; ki.j=lxij10=flexural stiffness 
ratio of member at any of its points of subdivision; lo=reference moment of inertia of member; s x 
= width of subdivision of member; and w' = imaginary deflection at an exterior point of subdivi-
slOn. 
2. 2 Equations of Moments 
On our assuming the signs of moments acting in the y-direction on joint 0 of members the fol 
lowing requirement for equilibrium is to hold. 
(Mω-Moz)+ (M05-M06) + (TOI-T03)=Mo (7) 
where: M04. Moz=end moments for member in the y-direction; My05. My06=those column end mo-
ments in the y-direction acting respectively at the column bottom and top; T01. T03=torsional mo-
ments for member spanning in the x-direction; and Mo=external moment acting at the mutual joint 








with Moz. TOl = moments for m = 1;M04. T03 = those for m = -1; .t: y = width of subdivision of 
member in the y-direction; ly05. ly06=moments of inertia in the y-direction of respective upper-and 
lower-stair columns connected to the mutual joint; L05. L06 = repective heights of upper and lower 
storeys; G = shear elastic modul us; 10 = reference torsional resistance; ri' j = 1 xj・/10= torsional stif-
ness ratio .at any point of subdivision of member; and 8y = torsional angle of rotation about mem-
ber axis in the x-direction. 
The terms for imaginary exterior points are to be eliminated by use of end condition dw / dy 
=8y. or its difference form in practice. Eq. (1). set up at exterior member ends. 
w'1-m・j=Wi+m・J+2mAyOyrj (1) 
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3. Previous Result 










Beam Web Width 
b 
: Additional Annotation 
and material properties and loading conditions in Table 2. Long-time deflections were calculated 
for the members designed with their tensile reinforcement allowed up to two layers of the steel 
All calculation results may be plotted in terms of final deflection ratios， viz. final or terminative 
deflections divided by span lengths. Among these f.d. ratios， those for simply supported cases refer 
to the critical or most adverse conditions for deflection control; thus being shown in Fig. 3 re-
latively to depth/span ratios as abscissas. 
Therein noticed are extremely larger rates of increase in final deflection ratios as beam depth/ 
span ratios become smaller than 0.075. This is ascribable to a significantly lowered minimum 
depth of members capable of two-layered reinforcement which is pursuant to the design practice of 
assumed medial sections to be tee-shaped 
Table 2 Material Properties and Loads for the Calculation 
Models， Earlier and Present 
Assumed 1 tems Adopted Values wi th Supplementary Note 
For Concrete. in k匝Icm2
C冶皿pressive Strength 




Poisson' s Ratio 
210 Fc: Al] Code Valuel A. C. V. for short 
26. 1 1. 8 ./Fc: Suggested in Code 
Fc/15 for End-Top Deformed Steel: A. C. V 
210.000 : A.C. V 
26.600 at Infinite Age (t ∞) 
O. 2 A. C. V 
For Steel. in kg/cm2: 
Allowable Tensile Stress 
Elastic Modulus 
2. 000 for Code No. SD300 Steel: A. C. V 
2. Ix 106 wi th Modular Ratio nニ 10:A. C. V 
Loads. in kg/m2: 
Construction Load 
Full Design Li ve Load 
Long-Time Sustained 
Portion of Li ve Load -
Wt. of Cei ling品Finish
Conventional 2. 1 t imes Wt. of an R/C Floor 
300品100・ A.C. V. for respective 
Office and Living Room 
1/3 of the above Values 
80 ~ C. ~ (in Ordinary Use) 
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Sy油01:!J. for Lx = 450 cm 
+以=印ocm 
口 n1ぷ=750 cm 
o n 1ぷ=900 cm 
0.05 日.1日
Beam Oepth/Span Ratio 
日目15
Fig. 3 Final Deflection Ratios plotted vs 
Beam Depth/Span Ratios for Simple 
Beams. 
+ For Synt>ols Se. Fig. 3. 
∞ 
0.05 0.10 
Beam Oepth/Span Ratio 
0.15 
Fig. 4 Final Deflection Ratios plotted vs 
Beam Span Ratios for One-End明
Fixed Other司 SupportedBeams. 
For Sy曲。IsSe. Fig. 3 
0.05 0.10 
Beam Oepth/Span Ratio 
日.15
Fig. 5 Final Deflection Ratiosplotted vs 
Beam Depth/Span Ratios for Both-
End-Fixed Beams 
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Fig. 6 Introduced Calculation Models with 
















Dimensions in cm Note 
Lx 30. 375. 450 Measurements 
between Sup 
Ly 450. 60. 750， 90 port Centrs 
By 40十2，5(Ly -900)/150 Provided 
Efecti ve 
Hy O. lLy十5(60-Ly)/150 Widths are 
given AIJ 
Bx 40 t 5(2Lx -750)/150 Code Values 
for Al Mem 
Hx 0.2Lx t 5(90 -2Lx)/150 bers in the 
Left Frames; 
b 40十2.5(Ly-900)/150 h ismade 
equal to Hx 
h Ly/l0， Ly/12， Ly/15 for h i Hx
Bz I 60 t 5(Ly -750)/150 Bz 0 Hz 
Hz " 
Lz I 360 Both Figures 
Convent ional 
or Assumably 
t 15 Most Frequent 
in Pract ice 
Now let serviceability limit depflection be span/500 which is a justifiable standard as the com 
mon maximum in the majority of the available Western design codes[4] Then it can be said that 
based on this value the above smallest depth will be determined at beam interior ends where rein-
forcement is to be designed for a customarily assumed rectangular section 
4. Beams as Elements of Floor System 
4. 1 Assumption 
The chosen calculation models consist of three types of beams in a slab-beam-girder flooor sys 
tems as illustrated inclusively in Fig. 6; where， except for a type lastly to be defined， an infinite 
multitude of identical bays are supposed to extend in the x-or y-direction. 
Namely， depending on whether a floor system stretches outward at only one or both of the beam 
ends， any introduced beam is to be treated as what we call exterior or interior structure in the fol-
lowing. The said last type refers to a member with none to adjoin it at both its ends in a floor sys 
tem longitudinally having only one span， henceforth being referred to as none-adjoining beam， for 
simplicity. 
Sectional sizes of al model members are shown in Table 3， with the concurrent assumption of 
material properties and loading conditions in Table 2. Reinforcement is calculated with deformed 
bars D25 and D22 of nominal diameter respectively for girders and beams under gravity loads 
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alone. B聞5
Syr略。1:+ foru =300 CII 
ロ~ l.Jt"幻，，
o 1/ !.x=450叩Column tops and bottoms are assumed as before to 
白田4
be rigidly bui1t.in at the considered floor level. The 
number of span subdivision is six for center.to-
??
center span Lx for adopted square difference 
meshes. 0.0包1
4. 2 Calculation Result and Review 
(1) None-Adjoining Beams 
目白曲
目回 目臨 日i旬
Beam Depth/Span Ratio 
0.15 
Final deflection ratios are calculated for beams Fig. 7 F. D. Ratios plotted against Beam 
Depth/Span Ratios for None-Ad-
ioining Beams. assumed to be reinforced in one to two layers as 
beam depths get successively smaller than a max-
imum of Ly/lG at 5cm intervals and the results are plotted in relation with beam depth/span 
ratios in Fig. 7; where beam/span ratios corresponding to final deflection ratios exceeding 1/500 
are more or less smaller than simply supported cases. This means that designing beams with stif 
ness ratios more than 0.075 ( = 1/13.3) can seldom cause this serviceability limit deflection ratio 
to be exceeded. Major part of Figs. 8 shows how deflection orders change depending on spans and 
half bay widths delimiting load allocation to beams for different1y assumed beam depth ratios of 
1/10， 1/12 and 1/15 
For girders in the x-direction， tobe labeled GX for convenience， re1evant ca1culation results are 
not referred to here， in that we have only last reported their being found within the serviceability 
limit deflection ratio when the girders can be reinforced double layered and be treated as fixed at 
both ends due to their being interior structures in the defined context. 
In Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) final deflection ratios are given as part1y mentioned above for girders in 
the y-direction， called GY like above， and for beams， respectively. 
With decreased beam depths negative moments at beam ends increase due to correspondingly 
larger relative stiffness of beam supporting girders GX's， concurrent with their torsional deforma-
tion， so as to bring about the noted slight increases in final deflection ratios for GY girders; admit-
ting that these values are practically insignificant， being of the order of at most 0.0005 or so and 
far less than the serviceability limit deflection ratio. 
On the other hand， beams with depths less than 1/15 of their spans which are 7m at the longest 
are noted in the pertinent data to be capable of deflection exceeding the above serviceability limit 
due to their half bay widths for load allocation being increased 
Also needed to be examined is another relative final deflection defined as the ratio to the di-
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Span Ly (m) 
Fig. 8 (a) F. D. Ratios as Ratios to Spans for GY Girders in One-Span Floor Systems. 
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7.5 9.0 4.5 6.0 7.5 9.0 4.5 6.0 7.5 9.0 
Span Ly (m) 
Fig. 8 (b) F. D. Ratios as Ratios to Spans for None-Adjoining Beams in One-Span Floor Systems 
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Fig. 8 (c) F. D. Ratios as Ratios 10 Bay Diagonal Measurements for None-Adjoining Beams. 
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Span ly (m) 







Span Ly (m) 
Fig. 9 (b) F. D. Ratios as Ratios to Bay Diagonal Measurements for Interior Beams 
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agonal measurement of the considered bay of summed final def!ections of pertinent beams and gir 
ders of a f!oor system. N am巴lyin Fig. 8(c) distributions of that ratio are plotted. Reviewing them 
in comparison with an assumed total system def!ection limit of 20mm， commonly adopted by most 
foreign building codes [4] shows any associated hazard of detrimental def!ection for the beam 
depths less than 1/12 of the span and for the beam spans over 7. 5m. 
(2) Exterior and Interior Beams 
Plotted distributions of the above total system final def!ection ratio is represented as w巴1for 
exterior and interior beams respectively in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b); wherein noted in al cases of beams 
capable of double layered reinforcement are the corresponding ratios being kept within the preced-
ing def!εction limit; provided that in the case of exterior beams， reinforcement has proved impossi 
ble for those assumed here to have depths of span/l5 and any half bay widths of load allocation 
other than 3m. . 
5. Summary and Concluding Remark 
The whole foregoing results of current observation are summarized into the following items. 
Namely， given an admissible limit of beam def!ection ratio of 1/500 as customarily assumed we 
note at first for individual beams capable of double layered reinforcement: 
(1) deflection check is always unneeded for beams across interior or exterior span; including re-
spective extreme cases of their being fixed at both ends or being fixed at one and supported at the 
other; 
(2) the above check is needed for beams across single-span f!oor systems or for simply supported 
beams， notably for cases with depths smaller than 1/12 or 1/13 respectively because of their being 
capable of causing detrimental def!ections. 
And secondly for total f!oor frame systems: 
(3) when we assume a usual limit of 20mm on their def!ection as totaled for their beams and gir-
ders， interior and exterior beams have no possibility of their def!ection exceeding this limit， while 
none-adjoining structures have any even when their beam depth is more than 1/13 of the span， 
naturally to require a check 
However， the limiting sectional dimensions obtained at this time are based on idealized assump 
tions， tending toward criteria practically as conservative as may be expected from the actual in 
cidental conditions， including the practically natural trapezoidal load allocation dictating some 
greater amount of load than is confirmed to be the case and also beam-supporting GX girders in 
one-span structures regarded in most cases as latently having appreciably larger stiffness than 
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here assumed due to sagging wall or spandrel elements then monolithically attached to them 
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杉野目 章・井野 智・伊藤正義・吉野修司
Akira SUGINOME*l， Satoru INO*2， Masayosi ITO*3 and Shuji YOSHINO*4 
Abstract 
We review the adequacy of the slab thickness equatio日 inthe r / c design code by the Architectural Institute 
of Japan， incomparison with the related data obtained by our recently renovated method which employs the 
known effective stiffness and an experimentally estimated time-dependent reduced elastic modulus and whose 
practical accuracy to tolerable degrees has been observed in our earlier reports. U sing this method we try 
series of deflection estimate for slab models of graduated dimensions in a practically chosen wide range， for 
the purpose of examining the subject matter of defined possibility for rational slab sections to be designed 
without deflection check 
1. Introduction 
The provisions for slab thickness in the current ]apanese Code for the design of r/c construc-
tions by the Architectural Institute， here simply called the AU Codel1， had been derived from re-
sults of long-time experiments and field researches mainly concerning domestic types of two-way 
floor systems. The derivation is known to have assumed a long-time deflection of built司inslabs of 
the order of 16 times the elastic deflection and an admissible or limiting long-time deflection of 1/ 
250 of short span Lx of a slab; while both criteria can in fact be regarded more or less too large， 
respectively implying overestimated longtime deflections and insufficient restriction on them; in 
view of cases published so far of their field measurement and examples of their code treatment. 
Herein made is a systematic recalculation accordingly needed of the above long-time multiplying 
ratio for slabs as it varies with graduated dimensions in a major practical range， in order for us to 
clarify main specific aspects of actual distribution of this ratio， when depending on our system. 
Thus we try to. set up a more rational deflection limitation as well as to examine criteria for the 
slab design as in the title. 
* 1 Muroran Institute of Technology， Muroran， 050; * 2Faculty of Engineering， Hokkaido University， Sapporo， 060; 
*3 Hokkaido Institute of Technology， Sapporo， 006; *4 Graduate Student， Faculty of Engineering， Hokkaido Universi 
ty， 006 ]apan 
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Those attempts are made by applying our procedure to the above set of f!oor slab models rein-
forced according to the AU Code with their thicknesses observing its cited thickness provlS1on 
whose latest amendment is said to have largely 
contributed to reported minimized cases since a-
bout that time of large def!ection complaint as 
to a f!oor system of the later design 
All our present calculation is to depend on 
our recently modified approach here designated 
I-efiective-E-sustained procedurel based on us-







(a) S labs without Beams (b) S labs with Beams 
and elastic modulus respectively due to crack- (Types-A) (Types-B) 
ing and time-dependency of the concretel21. 
2. Calculation Models 
Fig. 1 Introduced Types of Calculation Models with 
Identified Notation for their Dimensions. 
Table 1 Dimensions of Calculation Models. 
System Restraintl Geo血etric1 tems for Assumed Overall and Sec- Note 
Beam Types Floor Elmnts. in cm tional Dimensions in cm (Numerals in cm) 
Slabs All-Edge Slab Thickness 刷 eVals 品川1151820lE…dand Girder 
wi thout Fixed Short -Span Length 450 to 900 at 50 Intervals 1 Restrained Slabs are 
Beams Aspect Ratio 1. 0 to 2.0 at 0.2 Intervals ! Assumed to be Equal 
or in Thickness. Short-
Types A All-Edge Girder Width 40 t 2.5(L -900)/150 「p…thand Aspect 
Restrained " Depth 0.1 L十5(600→1)/150 Ratio: L Center-to 
on Girders Center Member Length 
Slabs Transverse Slab Thickness Code Values i with 12 at its Lowest: 
with only in y Short-Span Length 300. 375. 450 Span Length between 
Beams direction Long-Span " 450 to 1350 at 150 Intervals Centers of Supports 
or at Mid-Bay 
Types B Girders: Width 40 + 5(2Lx -750)1150 Respective Lx and Ly 
wi th Beams Depth O. 2 Lx十5(900-2Lx)/150 being Center-to-Center 
Span Lengths along 
wi thout Width 40 + 2.5(Ly -900)/150 Short and Long Edges 
Beams Depth O.ILy + 5(600 -Ly)1150 
Beam Depth less than 
Beams Width 40 + 2.5(Ly -900)/150 Girder Depth Hx being 
Depth Ly/15 Assumed to be Hx 
Transverse Slab Thickness 12 
in both x Short Span Length 225 to 675 at 75 Intervals I Center-to-Center Span 
and y-di- Aspect Ratio 1.0 
rectlOns 
at Mid叩Bay Girders Width 40 + 5(2Lx -750)/150 Lx being Length of 
( wi th Two Depth 0.2Lx + 5(900 -2Lx)1150 Span of Member over 
Crossing ) Short Edge 
Beams Width 40 -5(900 -2Ly)/150 
Depth 2Lx/15 : 2Lx/20 
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Table 2 Material Properties and Loads for Calculation Models. 
Assumed Items Adopted Values with Supplementary Definition 
Compressive Strength : 210 kg/cm2 : Code Value in Ordinary Use; 
Modulus of Rupture 26. 1 " 1.8 ./Fc Suggested in Code; 
Bond Strength 14 " Fc/15 for End-Top Defor皿ed
Concrete Steel; 
Elastic Modulus 210.000 " Code Value; 
Sustained Elastic Modulus: 26. 600 " at Infinite Age (t ∞); 
Poisson' s Ratio 0.2 Code Value; 
Rein Allowable Tensile Stress 2.000 kg/cm♀ for Code No. SD300 Steel; 
force-
ment Elastic Modulus 2.1xl06 " with Modular Ratio n 10; 
Construction Load 一一ーーーーー→ー Conventional 2. 1 times 
Weight of an R/C Floor; 
Loads Full Design Li ve Load 300. 180 kg/m2 ・CodeValues for respective 
Long-Time Sustained Office and Living Room; 
Portion of Li ve Load 10. 60 " 113 of do.. respectively; 
Wt. of Ceiling & Finish 80 " Code Value in Ordinary Use 
Shown in Fig. 1. calculation models to be discussed are grouped into: (a) types.A slabs， viz.. al 
edge.fixed rectangular slabs as well as interior slabs of a slab.girder floor system with an infinite 
number of identical bays continuous in both x. and y.directions， here respectively to be designated 
type.Al and type.A2 structures; and (b) types.B structures or interior slabs with beams in a slab-
beam-girder floor system with identical bays endlessly continuous as above; in which case (b) a 
slab is supposed to have a mid.span transverse beam or two crossing， with either case of structure 
to be called in the following type-Bl or type-B2 slab， respectively. 
Table 1 covers the assumed geometric items viz. short spans. aspect ratios， slab thickness and 
sectional dimensions; where slab thickness is to have the AIJ Code values while customary 12， 15 
and 18cm are also used for types-A slabs without beams. 
Listed in Table 2 are currently assumed material properies and types and amounts of loads; 
where design live loads are adopted for here generally supposed office floors but equally for re-
sidence floors in the case of types-A slabs; since efforts are then also made to obtain any practical 
measure of the order of effect of different live load assumption on deflection result. 
All deflections are obtained for a long-time sustained load composed of dead load plus 1/3 of 
design live load; while reinforcing resorts to the design load designated in the Code and the mo-
ments provided for in its section 9; in such a way that the restrictive clauses of Section 13 may be 
observed and any combination of the used DI0 and the D13 deformed steel may be made so as to 
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minimize their total weight. However， for calculating reduced moments of inertia of initially crack 
ed slab and beam sections， construction loads are used exclusively， in due consideration of their 
being deservedly rated as maximum loads in the whole loading history; which treatment is also the 
case generally in the pertinent Iiterature目121
Reinforcement is arranged with a covering depth of the slab main steel of 3cm and with a heav 
iest Iimit of the end top reinforcement amounting to the D 13 steel spaced @100mm 
The adopted difference mesh is square with a width of Lx/6 or Lxl1 0 respectively for struc-
tures of types-A and B; with Ly then contatining either fraction. 
3. Long-Time Slab Deflection 
3. 1 Rectangular Slabs 
Table 3 provides the predicted values of causally different deflections of rectangular f100r slabs， 
to be used for offices and residences when their short-edge lengths and aspect ratios are varied 
systematically.“L TD"， short for “long-time deflection"， will be used also in diagrams 
Compared office with residence f!oor slab thicknesses both due to the AI] Code show the former 
smaller by about one or two centimeters than the latter provided any two slabs of the respective 
types have equal short-span lengths and aspect ratios. Accordingly in al cases long-time def!ection 
values at an infinite structural age or terminative deflection values for former slabs prove to be 
larger than those for the latter strutures despite rather smaller loads applied on them. 
Incidentally， there are some few entries of seemingly incoherent calculations of terminative de-
f1ection larger for slabs with smaller， not as usually thought larger aspect ratios， although they are 
equal in short-span length and thickness; in fact being minor irregularity attributable to different 
amounts of reinforcement between any two compaired cases. 
Though this table relates to the cases of structures with long-span lengths within 13.5m and 
slab thickness less than 30cm due to the AI] Code， other more practical cases with conventional 
12， 15 and 18cm of thickness are taken up in Fig. 2 provided reinforcement then has a quantity 
maximum of the steel spaced @ 10cm 
Fig. 2 shows for each of the prior introduced type.AI slabs the distrbution of ratios of long-time 
def!ection to its elastic portion， or long-time def!ection multipliers for short. Here both maximum 
and average values are noted of long-time deflection multipliers of respectively 12.5 and 9.1 for 
offices as well as 13.8 and 9.8 for Iiving f100r parts of residences， al being values considerably 
smaller than 16 on which the AI] Code depends for its provision for slab thickness as referred to 
above 
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Table 3 Predicted Deflections under Working Loads of Type-Al S labs 
of the AIJ Code Design 
SubheadOfc 
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Fig目 3represents the last graph of distribution of long-time def!ection multipliers; here for struc-
tures of A2-type， designed for offices， different in aspect ratio and dimensions. In this case， the re 
spective maximum and average of the long-time multipliers are 9.7 and 6.9; amounts both ref!ect. 
ing significantly less bond-slip than edge-fixed cases， mitigated by girder def!ection to lower both 
indices as much. 
3. 2 Slabs with Beams 
For either set of slabs of B1・ orB2-type， distribution of long.time def!ection multipliers is 
shown in Fig. 4 where their maximal and mean values are 5.3 and 4.5 for the former slabs and 
8.1 and 6.3 for the latter， respectively， al being evidently smaller than those preceding， showing a 
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dominant edge restraining effect of peripheral girder frames. 
4. Admissible Deflections of Floor Slabs 
Deflection probl巴mson reinforced concrete f!oor structure related to its design are said to have 
almost ceased to arise， presumably in consequence to a large extent of the latest Code revision 
Here we attempt to introduce an admissible f!oor def!ection， based on the largest of the ratios of 
long.time predictions to span length， hereafter called long.time def!ection ratios 
The rightmost figure column of Table 3 shows the reciprocals of the relevant long-time def!ec 
tion ratios and Fig. 5 shows two curves of cumulative frequency distribution of these values each 
for either set of slabs for office or residence floors. Correspondingly noted is a minimum of the 
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Fig. 4 Frequency Distribution of Long-Time Deflection 
Multipliers for Slabs of Type-B. 
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cited reciprocal as large as ca. 360 for Ly/Lx= ~ 1叩!
l.6， with the values less than 400 remaining f 
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for residence floors and the rest mostly ranging 
from ca. 420 to 560 for both floor types. 
Thus， we may be allowed to suggest an 




















practical design of 11350 of short-span length， 
based on the judgement that 1/360 cannot be 
exceeded in most cases of the AU Code floor de 10 
sign. It may be safe to say that there will be no 
significant change in order of those values even 
if the whole analysis are again tried including ~ 
o 
partial more elaborate calculation and allowing ご
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sions relatively prone to field deviation in the 
In the subsequent consideration we are to use ~ 
」ー
these crieria coupled with another required 
measure of absolute deflection limit of 20mm on 
a totaled deflections of both山 bsand frame ~お
elements joining them， which value we adopt re-
garding it as most frequently used of the avail-
600 750 900 
Short Span (cm) 
able code deflection limits; and this total will be 
Fig. 6 Long-Time Deflection Ratios to Their 
Short-Spans for Type-Al Slabs when 
Ly/Lx=1.6. called， more practically， bay maximum deflec-
tion 
5. Floor Slabs Capable of Design without Deflection Check 
The smallest of the slab thicknesses allowed to be designed without deflection check may easily 
been obtained as the result of our plotting long-time deflections of types-A slabs or rectangular 
slabs with al edge rigidly fixed or restrained with girders， as respectively in Fig. 6 or 7， and then 
drawing into them serviceability deflection limits introduced in the preceding section. 
Likewise， Fig. 8 refers to introduced types-B interior slabs with beams; provided that Fig. 6 
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treats long.time deflection ratios as ratios of def!ections to short-span length， in which case a line 
and a curve respectively mark the coupled Iimits of 1/350 and 20mm; while in Figs. 7 and 8 only 
the latter Iimit is drawn， when defined inclusive of girder deflection， and relevant deflection ratios 
are taken in proportion to diagonal measurements across bays of a slab-girder f100r or a slab 
beam-girder f1oor. 
Further， plotted intersections of the curves of long-time deflection ratio and the serviceability 
Iimiting curves defined now give limiting curves in Fig. 9， showing the limiting aspect ratios and 
overall dimensions， with which a slab is designed without care of deflection in our currenUy de-
fined context. Namely， Fig. 9(a) and 9(b) respectively provide the thickness of designed slabs with-
in the admissible long-time deflection ratio as well as slab thicknesses satisfying the absolute Iimit 
on bay maximum d巴flections.
Connectedly， long-time deflections of slabs each designed with the corresponding AI] Code thick苧
ness are kept within the associated admissible def!ection ratios but are not always below the 
above absolute 20mm limit on bay maxima 
On the contrary， as for types-B of structures， this 20mm limit will not be exceeded ifcorre-
sponding span/beam depth ratios are less than 15 in either case of the slab with one mid-bay 
tranverse beam or two crossing. In this latter case， a slab with crossed beams may bedesigned 
with span/beam depth ratios assumed up to 20 without deflection check if the beam span or corre 
sponding column-to-column distance is less than 9m 
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6. Summary 
The foregoing observations may be summa 
rized as follows: 
に
(1) long-time deflection multipliers as ratios' of ~ 
long-time deflections to their elastic portions 
fal in a wide range of 6 to 12; 
(2) since being， ifimplicitly， based on its cited 
ratio of 16 in the same context， the AIJ's provi 
sions for slab thickness are conservative 
enough and 
(3) there is scarcely any possibility that long-
time deflections of slabs of the AIJ Code design 
o 750・一
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Slabs 
Aspect Ratio 
(b) Case of Type-A2 
Slabs 
Fig. 9 Limitation on Dimensions vs. Aspect Ratios 
of S labs Designed without Deflection Check. 
under working loads may exceed 1/360 of its span length; 
while， in view of floor slabs of the latest revised AIJ Code design being reported to have expe 
rienced almost no deflection damage 
(4) we assume an admissible deflection ratio of 1/350， construing it as most usually acceptable; 
(5) with this limit observing we can design slabs with even less thickness than those provided for 
in the AIJ Code; 
(6) long-time def!ection check is needless if a slab thickness is more than that required in the 
Code; 
(7) in this case， however， there is the other possibility that the above 20mm limit is exceeded; 
notably， this can be true for slabs with significantly greater panel sizes with correspondingly large 
thicknesses required in the Code， due to excessive increases in self-weight of the floor system; and 
(8) for interior slabs with beams， long-time def!ection check is dispensable if beam depths are 
larger than 1/15 of spans 
While this report is exclusively concerned with interior slabs with their combined action with 
slabs or one-span cases of f!oor systems 
that of girders taken into account， in an immediate further writing we will examine either exterior 
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The Effect of Reducing Methods for NOx Concentration on the Property of 
Spark-Ignition Methanol Engines 
Shigenobu HAYASHI， Yuzuru KUBOTA， Norihiro SAWA * 
Abstract 
Methanol as a fuel of internal combustion engine， itcan be burnt in lean mixure region from a oxygenic fuel， 
and it should have high theoretical efficiency because it is high Octane Number. 
There are hopful methods and activitily investigated for reducing the NOx concentration， that are the water-
fuel blend method and the exhaust gas recirculation method (EGR). But， they raised a new questions on engine 
property， that these methods make worse the combustion character in cylinder. 
ln this report， to examine the effects of above methods for reducing the NOx concentration on the engine 
performance and combustion variance of Methanol Fueled Four-Cycle Spark Ignition Engines， with carburetor 
and with electronically controiled fuel injection into the intake manifold. Moreover， their results were com. 
pared with gasoline fueled ones. The results obtained as follows 
Methanol fuel is useful for the improvement of exhaust emission without loss of engine performance， ifselect 






























項目 Eμ甘ヤ玉つ三 o H V Eng. 
百5 式 横形水;告単筒
4ザイクJl.頭上弁式
シリング径×行程 mmI tt85 x 85 
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く (6.2を8.4に)改造した。その主要諸元を表一 1に装置の概略を図 1に示す。吸入空気量計








一酸化炭素CO濃度は NDIR、全炭化水素 THC濃度は FIDを用いてともに連続測定した。こ
































て得られた結果をまとめると、過濃混合気範囲 (λ ェ0.6-l.0)における機関出力 Leは水を添
加すると幾分増加し、それにつれて熱効率れも高くなっている O しかし、希薄混合範囲(A > 
l.1)では含水率y=Gw/Gf(Gw :添加水量、 Gf:燃料供給量)が高いほどLe、れは低下し、
可燃範囲も狭くなっている O この傾向は、 y=0の値を基準として、 Le/(Le)。、れ/(ザe)。で表示
した図-3によるとより明確であり、点火進め角 θが小さいほど顕著になることがわかる。また、
ガソリン機関と比較するとメタノール機関の方がい、れの低下割合は小さい。一酸化炭素 CO
濃度は A>l.0の範囲では yに関係なく一定値を示すが、 A<l.0では yが大いと多少減少する







るがyが大きいほど著しく減少し、 NOx低減対策として有用であることがわかる O 勿論、 0を
小さくしても NOxは低減するが(図-2・a)、Le、マ eの低下も大きいので Oの選定のみで
NOxの低減を図ることは好ましくない。水添加による NOxの低減割合はメタノール機関もガソ
リン機関も同じである(図-3)が、 θが小さく、す vが小さいほど yの効果は大きい。しかし、
その効果が大きい条件ほどLe、れの低下も大きくなることに留意することが必要である。
いま、定性的考察を目的として、 2分子反応説を用い、 Marteneyが示した4)ように NOの発生
速度が近似的に









=K [02J 1/2で与えられる。 むとKはそれぞれ温度の関数で Arrheniusの反応式で与えられるもの
とすると、シリンダ内のNO生成量は
[NO J =J J A. e -E/RT[N2J [02]" dtdv (3) 
で与えられる O ここに、 t:時間、 v:体積、 T:絶対温度、 R:ガス常数、 A:頻度因子、 E:活
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N =2000 rpm 
7v=42.5 % 
一一一一一 入=1.0I 



























加する(図 2 'b)。また、 Pmaxが極大、 Sおよび
S/Pmaxが極小になるときの Aはyに関係なくほ
ほ一定であるがSおよびS/Pmaxが極大になる A










































































































































































































過濃領域における CO濃度は減少し、 THC濃度は全域にわたって増加する O 一般に CO濃度はガ
しかも yの影響は大き




~v=42.5% ， 8=48.50CA 
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